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The Digital Maps Service is a dedicated service to customize your maps on the
AW169 and AW189 DMG, improving your flight experience, safety and support in
performing any type of mission.
A service that you can tune up to create a personalized set of maps for all the
operational needs, updated with the selected frequency.

Added value for your missions taking benefit of the OEM experience:
Aeronautical Maps designed by Leonardo Helicopters
100% Worldwide Coverage
Same style representation from 1:5,000,000 to 1:7,000
Several combined views available
Frequent updates

DMAP
TAILOR YOUR DIGITAL MAPS SERVICE

CHOOSE YOUR MAPS
Standard Digital Maps: included in new helicopters, provide a scale
resolution range from 1:5,000,000 up to 1:250,000 with Jeppesen
aeronautical data, covering the Jeppesen Area.
Advanced Digital Maps: in addition to the Standard Maps, subscribing
the Service, you can add specific areas of 600 km² each, in high
resolution (up to the scale of 1:25,000).
Customized Digital Maps: on request, a completely tailored set of maps
is delivered to be used in the on-board DMG, converting the Customer’s
maps or designing brand new maps with the preferred style and
symbology, with a scale up to 1:7,000.

SPECIFY THE FREQUENCY OF UPDATES
You can decide how many updates you would like to receive each year:
›› 1 (one) delivery for year (every 12 months)
›› 4 (four) deliveries for year (every 3 months)
›› 13 (thirteen) deliveries for year (AIRAC CYCLE)

Please contact us for more information at the following email address:
dmapservice.aw@leonardocompany.com
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